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SURVIVAL OF THE KINDEST: 

Professor Julianne Holt-Lunstad - Longing to be 
With Others

‘We all can think of times where we’ve been alone but not felt lonely, maybe 
enjoyed our solitude, and can think of times where we weren’t isolated, maybe 

surrounded by others, but felt profoundly lonely' 

This weeks episode is with Professor. Julianne Holt-Lunstad. Her CV is impressive and her 
cannon of work has been making huge moves to change the way we live our lives in silos 
and with increasing deficiencies in our social relationships. Professor Holt-Lunstad is a 
psychologist at Brigham Young University and a fellow of the Society of Experimental 
Social Psychology and Association for Psychological Science. In this fascinating 
conversation she discusses her major pieces of research (on how relationships impact 
health and mortality rates, on how loneliness also affects this, and her current study on the 
impact of relationships between clinicians and patients) on working with Dr Vivek Murthy, !
9th Surgeon General of the USA, addressing the senate, working with the app Nextdoor 
and on her hopes, wishes and designs for the future. Professor Holt-Lunstad’s papers 
show irrefutably the positive impact on mortality that social relationships have, and ‘with 
every increase in social connection there was a decrease in risk’. 

In the past year the world has seen more rifts and traumas come to the fore that many of 
us could have imagined to be possible; from the pandemic, to the wildfires, to the 
aggression towards black bodies (particularly men) across the world, and so much more. 
Professor Holt-Lunstad’s work gives us the opportunity to heal some rifts and shows that 
something as simple as 'interacting with our neighbours might be a way to heal some of 
the political divisions’, something that is more needed now than ever, and will only grow 
more important in days to come. 

The app Nextdoor can be found here

Professor Julianne Holt-Lunstad’s twitter

https://nextdoor.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/jholtlunstad?lang=en


TRANSCRIPTION
Speakers: Dr Julian Abel

Professor Julianne Holt-Lunstad

Intro  00:04

Welcome to Survival of the Kindest. Each week, your host, Dr. Julian Abel talks to his 
guests about their life, their work, and the role that the presence and absence of 
compassion has played. Join in the conversation by emailing us at 
compassion.pod@gmail.com on Twitter or Instagram at sotk_pod.


Julian  00:37

On this week's survival of the kindness podcast I am delighted to welcome Julianne Holt-Lunstad. 
Julianne is professor of psychology and neuroscience at Brigham Young University, and is a world 
leading researcher into the impacts of social isolation and loneliness. Her work has been seminal 
in the recognition of social isolation and loneliness as risk factors for early mortality. She has 
worked with government organisations aimed at addressing this issue, and has provided expert 
testimony in the US congressional hearing, provided expert recommendations for the US Surgeon 
General's Emotional Well-being in America initiative, and is currently a member of the technical 
working group for the UK Cross Departmental Loneliness team. 


	 She has been awarded many times for the excellence of her work, but for me, Julianne is 
particularly important because I don't give a talk without showing a slide from her seminal paper, 
Social Relationships and Mortality Risk and meta analytic review.  This paper has been quoted 
over 5000 times and is really clear and a hallmark of the evidence of the impact of social 
relationships on reducing risk of death. This paper was done extremely carefully and Juliane talks 
about it in the podcast. It was such a pleasure to welcome her and I hope you enjoy it as much as 
I did. Welcome to Julianne. Thank you so much for being on Survival of the Kindest podcast. I've 
been a big fan of your work for years. And I don't think I ever give a presentation without showing 
your slide on social relationships and mortality. Do you want to introduce yourself and tell us a 
little bit about yourself?


Julianne  02:37

Well, first of all, thank you, you're too kind. So introduce myself. Let's see. So I'm Julianne Holt-
Lunstad, and I'm a professor of psychology and neuroscience at Brigham Young University. And 
I've been doing research on social relationships and health my entire career. So I was born and 
raised in St. Paul, Minnesota, one of six kids. So I it was always a chaotic household. You know, I 
grew up in the Midwest of the US. And I mean, what's interesting is, you know, my siblings are still 
very, very close. In fact, we've become even closer over this pandemic. 


http://www.twitter.com/sotk_pod
http://www.instagram.com/sotk_pod


Julian  03:28

So, plenty of children around. Did you have cousins and uncles? I mean, did all your parents have 
loads of family?


Julianne  03:36

Oh, yeah, my mother just had one brother, but my, my dad, he was also from a big family. He was 
one of five kids and my grandparents, it was a very, very important to them that we be close as a 
family. And so every summer, my grandparents would plan a family reunion vacation. It was 
always you know, a big surprise where it would be the next year but you know, between our big 
family and my cousins (I can't remember how many but a lot). And my cousins and I, I mean we're 
so close to0 and in fact we we occasionally still get together. You know, we haven't during the 
pandemic. Yeah, lots lots of fun memories for sure.


Julian  04:35

It sounds like you've got a family community all on your own. That sounds amazing.


Julianne  04:44

Well, and I really truly have my grandmother to to thank for that. I mean, she was really the driving 
force behind it. And you know, she's since passed on, but we still have so many memories of her 
and her little idiosyncrasies that we all laugh about that, she did. And but she, you know, she was  
certainly the the matriarch of our family. And we, we all love her. And yeah. She's wonderful.


Julian  05:27

And so what... You got interested in that... How did you get interested in psychology? How did 
you end up studying that field?


Julianne  05:36

I was actually an art major as an undergrad. But I, I took an intro to psychology course, and really 
loved it. I loved lots of things. And what's so kind of interesting/ crazy, is that I had seen a 
advertisement for a scholarship, but you had to be a social science major. And so I declared a 
double major so that I would be eligible for the scholarship. And, you know, I was really fascinated 
by psychology, of course. So with that I took more courses. And I would be embarrassed to admit 
that I did that. But the fact that you know, it worked out I think it was all for the best.


Julian  06:37

Well, thank goodness for that is all I can say, yeah. So you did a master's in psychology and what 
next?


Julianne  06:46




A PhD. Being interested in lots of different fields, when it came to my graduate work, I had a hard 
time narrowing it down, honestly. And so it was perfect that the Ph D program that I entered into, 
is very interdisciplinary. So it really was able to bring my diverse interests together, you know, and 
I think to this day, I still try to do very interdisciplinary work. And I collaborate with others, from 
other specialties, that bring really important perspectives to the work and issue that I'm focused 
on.


Julian  07:34

What was your PhD about?


Julianne  07:38

So my, my PhD program was in health psychology, and it was focused on stress and social 
relationships and health, because much of the work that I was doing throughout my PhD was 
focused on the quality of relationships. So this idea of, we know that relationships can be good for 
us. And that lacking relationships can be bad for us, or even for quality relationships. But what my 
research for my dissertation was looking at is the kinds of relationships that we have mixed 
feelings towards. And we refer to them as ambivalent relationships. So relationships that you have 
both positive and negative feelings towards. So these would be the kinds of people that maybe 
are really important to you, you love a lot, but they can also drive you crazy in certain ways. 
Maybe they're, they're unreliable or insensitive or competitive. You know, definitely mixed feelings. 
I've heard some people refer to them as frenemies. They can occur, you know, not only in 
friendships, but in in family members and co workers, in spouses so they really can can occur 
across relationship types.


Julian  09:00

I'm imagining here that, that you started to see the significant impact of relationships and health 
and particularly positive relationships. 


Julianne  09:12

Well, you know, it's interesting, because I was doing all this research, looking at how it affects our 
physiology. And so really trying to understand the biological pathways that would help explain 
how it is that our relationships can have these impacts on our health. And what was really 
fascinating to me, and probably what drove some of my later work is the fact that when I would 
go to some kind of social event outside of academia, and I'm talking to whether it's friends or 
family members or husbands co workers or whoever it might be, and they would ask what I was 
working on, I would get this impression that no one else outside of academia recognised that our 
relationships would have any impact on our physical health. So maybe mental health, but not 
physical health. And, and though no one said it, I got the distinct impression that it was, you 
know, kind of viewed as, as maybe like pop-psychology or pseudoscience. It just simply wasn't 
recognised as, you know, legitimate, finding that relationships might impact our physical health. 
And so that is what really led me to dive into the epidemiological literature, and eventually do my 
meta analysis that I'm probably most well known for. 




Julian  10:44

And I just want to go back to this is a terrific quote, you start it with a quote from House Landis 
and Umberson back in 1988,' social relationships or the relative lack thereof, constitute a major 
risk factor for health, rivalling the effects of well established health risk factors such as cigarette 
smoking, blood pressure, blood lipids, obesity and physical activity'. That's, you know, a fair 
amount of time ago now.


Julianne  11:16

Yeah, yeah.


Julian  11:17

And presumably, then you start looking at the impact of positive social relationships and mortality, 
which it's... it's such a great paper. And that one chart is just I love it, I just, it amuses me no end 
to think that the impact of social relationships dwarfs the impact of treatment of hypertension, it's 
a marker of you know, if you asked most people, did you have your blood pressure checked? 
When you went to the doctor? They're gonna say, yes. And did you have your social relationships 
checked? The answer is no. And of course, it's much more effective to do the social relationships. 
And by the way, your blood pressure goes down...


Julianne  12:01

That's exactly why we created that chart, because there was a lot that I was really trying to 
understand why it is that this wasn't being recognised. And so when I saw that, you know, not 
only was the effect holding up, it was quite robust. At the time, we had 148 prospective studies. 
So I mean I created that chart, because I feel like when it comes to health information, that in 
order for this to have the... and be taken as seriously as the evidence exists, is to to benchmark 
this relative to these other factors that the medical community and the general public do take very 
seriously and receive a lot of attention, a lot of resources. And not to in any way diminish these 
other factors, but to help raise awareness that social relationships are on par with these factors 
are critical for our health.


Julian  13:18

Would you tell us a little more detail about how you went about the paper? And then how you 
what the the conclusions that you drew from it?


Julianne  13:28

Yeah. So we wanted to make sure that we were looking at social relationships quite broadly, 
because part of the question was that, in the literature, social relationships have been measured 
in a variety of ways. And so I wondered whether part of the lack of recognition might be due to 
this lack of precision that's more typical in biomedicine. To see whether there was perhaps one 



measurement type that might be much more predictive of mortality risks than another. We 
searched for basically any epidemiological study that had measured some aspect of social 
relationships. And there was a prospective study to follow people over time, and how to measure 
some some type of mortality.  However, one of the things that we did limit was that it needed to 
be disease related mortality not all cause mortality. So all cause mortality meaning they just simply 
reported whether people were dead or alive but didn't necessarily report the cause of death. But if 
there was a cause of death reported, we limited it to disease related mortality, and didn't include 
mortality related to suicide, violence or accidents. 


	 And it's not because we didn't think that these were important. But like I mentioned at the 
time, it really wasn't acknowledged as being relative relevant to physical health. And so I was 
afraid that if we included suicide in there, that perhaps the findings might be discounted as being 
entirely driven by suicide.  It was a very arduous task to make sure that not only did we not miss 
any articles that may have been published, but that also we didn't accidentally count when there 
might have been two studies published from the same sample. So we had to be very careful to 
eliminate duplicates. We also were careful to make sure to keep it focused, we focused on 
relationships with humans. So we did not include any studies that might have reported on on 
relationships with pets, or a higher power, or some kind of digital robot. 


	 Then came the task of of coding these articles. And we wanted to make sure that we 
included a number of variables that we could potentially analyse, we wanted to make sure that 
age was controlled for health status. Because of course, as people age, you're more likely to die. 
And you're initially unhealthy, you're also more likely to die. And so we needed to make sure that 
we were accounting for those things, but also other kinds of lifestyle factors: whether people 
smoked or how physically active they were, you know, we coded on those kinds of factors, we 
coded on how they measured social relationships, where the data came from, what region of the 
world.  The other thing we did was we had teams of two people code each article, and then 
another team, an independent team, second code each article. And then there's a third 
verification process where any discrepancies between those codings were reconciled. What we 
found was that when we average across these measures of social relationships, those who are 
more socially connected had a 50% increase odds of survival, compared to those who are low in 
social connection.


Julian  17:34

Do you want to explain what that means for people who aren't statistically minded?


Julianne  17:40

Yeah. And particularly, I think a lot of people want to know, well, what does that mean in terms of 
years of life. And so 50% increased odds of survival simply means that those who are more 
socially connected were 50% more likely to be alive at the follow up compared to those who who 
were low in social connection. And as far as length of life goes, unfortunately, we were not able to 
calculate that because this data included all of the data available worldwide, different countries 
have different life expectancies. And so we did actually attempt to, to try and calculate that, only 
to realise that in order to do those kinds of calculations, you also need the standard deviations on 



those average life expectancies. And we would need to get that from each individual country and 
that data wasn't available. 


	 But we did the next best thing. And that was comparing those effect sizes to these other 
factors that we know are really important for for health. And this effect size does stand up to these 
other factors. One thing I want to point out is when we look to see what kinds of measures might 
be more predictive than others, there are two things that stand out. One is well, first of all, almost 
all of them were were predictive of mortality, the only one that that wasn't significant was received 
social support. And interestingly, the odds ratio for that one was, you know, 1.22, which would 
translate to you know, 22%, increase odds of survival, which is miniscule. But what we found was 
that the confidence interval was wide and encompassed one, and so for those who who may be 
less familiar with that, what that really suggests that there's a wide variability among studies. 
Meaning that some showed strong effects and others did not. And this I think, actually has really 
important implications for interventions, because some kinds of received support can be helpful 
and others may not be helpful. And so that's really important to understand the factors that may 
be protective and those that may not be.  

	 

	 The other point I wanted to make was that when we kind of pacified measurement types in 
terms of those that looked more at structural aspects of relationships, function and quality. So we 
kind of broke them up into these three classifications and so structural aspects of relationships 
really refer to various measurement types that give it the presence or absence of others in our 
lives. So it can be things like marital status, living alone, but more commonly would be a size of 
one's social network, frequency of social interactions, number of relationships or how frequently 
you interact with other people or whether certain roles exist. Whereas measurements that we 
classify under the heading of functional, really get at the functions that our relationships serves. 
So not just are they there, are they in your life, but what kinds of functions do they serve. And this 
gets at actually, either the actual resources provided or perceived to be available. 


	 The common ones that are often used are perceived support, received support.  And then 
finally is measurements that look at the quality of one's relationship. So the positive and negative 
aspects of relationships, so this might get at relationship, satisfaction or conflict. And so what we 
found was that each one of these significantly predicts mortality. And so what this suggests is that 
our you know, our relationships are complex, and that each of these might be tapping into 
different ways in which our relationships might be impacting our health. Because interestingly, 
although they're all significantly predicting mortality, these measurement types aren't highly 
correlated with each other. And so they do suggest that they are measuring independent 
constructs. 


	 There are some measurements that we refer to as, you know, complex measures of social 
integration. And these, these complex measures actually get it at multiple components. So it 
might be asked, not only how, how large is your network, but how close do you feel with these 
kinds of measures get at multiple aspects. And what's interesting is, we found that those types of 
measurements were associated with the strongest effect. So a 91% increase odds of survival. 
And so again, suggesting that these different components of our relationships may all be very 
important to our health.




Julian  23:06

Look, this is a an incredible, painstaking piece of work. And there's a couple of questions which 
come to my mind as a result of it, excluding mental health means that it's likely that you've 
underestimated the impact of social relationships, because we know that social relationships have 
a profound impact on mental health. And I can completely understand why you did it, because 
this has to incredibly carefully constructed to try and provide a clear scientific evidence Oh, my 
God, that sounds painstaking,


Julianne  23:39

Well, and controlling for many of the lifestyle factors, because we also know that, that 
relationships can influence our lifestyle and our behaviours influence us to quit smoking, or to eat 
better or to get more exercise. And so that's one of the ways in which our relationships can 
influence, but this control for the these lifestyle factors. So again, that may be a conservative 
estimate.


Julian  24:07

And then another aspect that you've demonstrated is that this is worldwide, this is a fundamental 
facet of human behaviour, the biological importance of social relationships happen all over the 
world. And, and then the other thing, of course, which you which is not part of your paper, but it's 
so important is that you didn't look at morbidity, which is the impact of social relationships on 
health and disease. I mean, you took the biggest single measure, which is mortality. But actually, 
as we know, you know, the impacts on health are deeply profound, as you know, the outcomes 
from Frome.


Julianne  24:47

Yeah, absolutely. In fact, it was purposeful in the sense that with morbidity, there's some degree of 
ambiguity in terms of you know, how simple and what types of measures you're including, 
whereas with death, it is objective. There's no question. I mean, you're either dead or you're not. 
So there's no ambiguity in that outcome whatsoever.


Julian  25:20

Um, so if you were translating this into, you know, what, what does a good social relationship look 
like that will give you a long, healthy happy life? How would you describe that?


Julianne  25:31

Oh, gosh, that's it. That's a that's a tough one. And I would say that, from a scientific standpoint 
we're still trying to more clearly define that. But of course, you know, there are there are some 
factors that have been identified. And you know, one of the things that my research has focused 
on is that degree of positivity in relationships, so having someone you can count on for support, 
to turn to trust. So having a degree of trust that also lends to a sense of security in that 
relationship, you can go to that person in both the good times and the bad. But some research 



has also shown that a big factor in relationships is responsiveness and the extent to which each 
member of the relationship is responsive to the other's needs. And so you know, it's one thing to 
to give someone support, but are you giving them what they need? Or what they desire? Are you 
responsive to that moment? And that has been shown to significantly predict not only relationship 
satisfaction, but also some important health markers too. 


Julian  26:51

I guess it's about are you able to have a sense of what the other person is undergoing and 
suffering? And, and for me, that's the kind of foundation of good social relationships is, are you 
compassionate? And there are other qualities as well, like, your ability to listen for sure. So now 
do you want to summarise the results so that everyone can get to hear now? It's a comparison 
that's so powerful, I think.


Julianne  27:17

Yeah, so data across 148 prospective studies, worldwide, living over 300,000 participants, and 
followed for an average of seven and a half years, we found that those who are more socially 
connected, have a 50% increase odds of survival. And this effect is comparable to many of the 
risk factors that we take quite seriously, including smoking cessation, physical activity, air 
pollution, many, many of these other factors that we take quite seriously for our health.


Julian  27:57

You're being very cautious there in your saying it's comparable. But in fact, you know, from 
looking at the graphs, it looks like social relationships are more powerful, helping us live longer 
than any of these other factors. Some of them are given a huge amount of public health 
emphasis, such as diet and exercise, and treatment of high blood pressure, and social 
relationships far outweigh the impact of those.


Julianne  28:26

Yeah, yeah. So I should, I should also clarify it that these findings were consistent across age, 
consistent across gender, consistent across country of origin, consistent across cause of death.


Julian  28:40

I think you did everything you possibly could to make these results as clear as possible. What a 
great paper. So let's come on to the other side of the coin, the social relationships and mortality 
paper was published in 2010. And the other side of the coin, was you trying to assess the impact 
of loneliness and social isolation as risk factors for mortality. And you did publish that in 2015, 
which was another meta analytic review. Do you want to tell us a bit about that?


Julianne  29:13




So we we followed a similar approach in conducting this one. And you know, what's interesting is 
social isolation and loneliness were included in that initial meta analytic review. But since the time 
of that publication, there had been significantly more publications even just in that time, and 
several very large scale, prospective studies that were included as well. So because some of 
these were so large, this time our sample size was over 3.4 million participants. And we didn't just 
look at social isolation and loneliness, we also included living alone, because that's also another 
very commonly assessed indicator of a social deficit. So, social isolation looks at having fewer or 
infrequent social contact, whereas loneliness is thought to be more subjective; the perception of 
isolation. And is often defined as the discrepancy between one's desired and actual level of 
connection. 


	 Clearly, being alone can increase our risk of feeling alone. But we we all can think of times 
where we've been alone, but not felt lonely, maybe enjoyed our solitude, and can think of times 
where we weren't isolated, maybe surrounded by others, but felt profoundly lonely. And so it's 
important to, to recognise that these are conceptually distinct concepts that that can co occur, 
but not always. So what we found was that loneliness was associated with a 26% increase risk of 
earlier death, social isolation, 29%, and living alone, a 32% increase risk. And although those 
sound relatively different, there was no statistically significant difference between them, 
suggesting that both the subjective and objective indicators may be important. 


	 And there's an interesting facet of that, which is that middle aged adults were at greater 
risk of mortality, compared to older adults experiencing this, that was a curious finding that we 
didn't expect, certainly, because there's just been so much attention around older adults and, and 
isolation and loneliness.  And what's interesting is, of course, you know, since this time, we've 
seen multiple, national and international surveys, that suggests the prevalence rates may actually 
be higher among younger samples compared to older samples. But in terms of its risk for 
mortality, you know, while I can't say for sure why that might be there, you know, there are a 
couple reasons that we hypothesise might be driving that. 

	 

	 The first is that those who live longer may be more resilient to begin with, what you're 
seeing in the older age is a more resilient group. The other explanation has to do with age 
normative expectations. When we are younger, there's more of the expectation that our social 
networks may be expanding. But as we age, that these tend to narrow over time, it may feel more 
out of the norm more distressing to be isolated when you're at a younger age than when you're at 
an older age.  But one of the things that some other research has shown a dose response effect. 
In essence, with every increase in social connection, there was a decrease in risk. You know, what 
this suggests is that this is an issue that may exist on on a continuum rather than a threshold. And 
I think a lot of us tend to think, you know, of course, we want to focus on those who may be at 
greatest risk, but maybe neglect to recognise that there, there's an added benefit beyond that, 
you know, and that there isn't some, you know, threshold beyond which, you know, there's no 
added benefit.


Julian  33:29

I mean, this is a this is a fundamental point that I kind of bore people with endlessly, but it's not 
just about protecting from health, but actually love laughter and friendship is completely 



fundamental to our life. It's the thing that makes life good. The reason for having it is not just to 
protect this from disease. 


Julianne  33:50

Oh, absolutely. And you know, what, I think so great and fascinating about this, as well, first of all, 
you know, we don't want to just survive, we want we want to thrive. But what's so fascinating to 
me is that, you know, you mentioned earlier, the, the hypertension medication. And you know, we 
have many pharmaceutical and various medical techniques that can extend our life, but often 
come at the expense of quality of life. And here's an example of something that can extend our 
life and also increase the quality of it. And that's what I find to be most remarkable. 


Julian  34:34

And so, what we're seeing is that you you've described the fundamental importance of social 
relationships, at the same time as seeing an absolute profound breakup of those relationships. 


Julianne  34:48

Across the US, we see similar trends and the UK and Australia and Europe, in terms of size of 
household is shrinking. More people living alone, fewer people are affiliated with religion or have a 
faith based community. And we have an ageing population. And so, in essence, the concern that 
this draws is the types of supports that we will have as we age. And that there are fewer 
community supports, fewer familial supports. And then of course, there's now concerns, 
although, you know, the data, it, we still need a lot more data. You know, the way in which we're 
connecting socially now, is has changed and is often remote via digital means.  You know, these 
trends, of course, raise concerns for sure. 


Julian  35:47

And it's interesting that as we see the decline in the importance of social relationships, at the 
same time, we know that integration and community is dependent on close relationships with a 
variety of from diverse community around us. And as we see the decline in social relationships, in 
the quality and quantity of social relationships, we see the rise of the far right, increasing, no black 
lives matter and etc, etc. What are your views on on how our current social demographics are in 
relation to the breakdown of social relationships?


Julianne  36:29

Well, I think, you know, some of these, these political trends are not unrelated. You know, in 
having various conversations, there's somewhat of a bi directional effect, in the sense of which is 
causing which whether, you know, whether the political polarisation is causing greater isolation, or 
if the isolation is creating greater political polarisation. And, you know, certainly feeling as though 
you are not being heard or not accepted, leads to these feelings of isolation, which may, you 



know, contribute to some of that, that polarisation. But then the polarisation can exacerbate, you 
know, feelings of isolation. I know that there were surveys here in the US around election time, 
back in 2016 election, there were surveys that showed that people ended friendships over 
political disagreements, stopped following people on social media over it. These aren't 
necessarily unrelated topics, and certainly suggests, you know, another trend that raises concern, 
which of course now  we also have a pandemic, that raises concern.


Julian  38:06

Oh, my God, and some, if there's ever a point where the importance of social relationships have 
been brought to the forefront has been the pandemic, this takes us to the April 27 2017, where 
you gave testimony before the us senate ageing committee, where and I'm fascinated to know, 
firstly, how did they come to ask you? Secondly, who was there? And thirdly, did they listen? Did 
they do anything with that?


Julianne  38:37

So I'm not sure how I got on their radar, although I had been invited out to a convening that the 
US Surgeon General had done and I can't recall which one came first. And so I don't know if one 
prompted the other. But as far as the, you know, the Senate hearing, I was actually in Heidelberg, 
Germany, at the time, I was giving a talk at the University of Heidelberg, when I got an email 
inviting me to testify, and I had to submit written testimony that would become public prior to that. 
And I had, you know, I had to do this very quickly. And so there wasn't a lot of time to to prepare. 
But given that I had just done these meta analyses not too long ago, and was working on another 
paper that was entitled Advancing Social Connections as a Public Health Priority. I really, you 
know, already had a lot of of the key points that I wanted to convey at the top of my mind.  So 
when I when I got there, it's like what you see on TV except here, I'll tell you a couple things. 


	 One is, what I don't think people realise is that you've got a timer in front of you, and you 
literally have like a timer counting down, and they will cut your mic off. And so I didn't feel quite as 
comfortable because it was just this very intense sort of setting. And so I certainly feel for anyone 
now that I see testify. What I didn't realise, though, is that there's a lot of movement, senators are 
coming and going throughout the hearing, because they have multiple hearings going on at a 
time. There's a lot of aids for the senators there. So if a senator, let's say, comes from the 
beginning, but then you know, it has to go to another part, they have their aides, they're taking 
notes. The key senators that I recall, there were Senator Warren, Senator Collins, Susan Collins, 
and Elizabeth Warren, and then Senator Jeff Flake, from Arizona, and there were others there, but 
for some reason, those are the ones that I that were more vocal during asking questions, making 
comments. Senator Collins, I believe was chairing the session. 

	 

	 You know, I presented the evidence, and then there was time for conversation, or 
questioning, there are two things that stood out to me one was that I kind of had expected them 
to want to, like ask me, like, what should we do. And instead, I got the sense that they had certain 
things in mind that they wanted to do, and they were just looking for an expert to kind of back up 
what they were wanting to do.




Julian  42:07

So cart and horse the wrong way around.


Julianne  42:10

(Laughs) But, you know, you know, one of the things that I I think that is really interesting about 
what came of all of this, though, is that Senator Warren was focused on hearing aid, or hearing 
loss. And certainly hearing loss is a risk factor for isolation and loneliness among older adults 
(untreated, I should say, hearing loss). And so what she wanted to propose was a bill to make 
hearing aids affordable, and over the counter.  You know, that wasn't necessarily the first thing 
that I would have recommended, but not I mean, it's not necessarily, you know, something that's 
a bad idea, although, you know, hearing loss is not my expertise. And so maybe, you know, those 
of the hearing loss community, you know, could think of better solutions, but at least it's a step.  


	 But what I what I especially found interesting about this, and rather profound was that, you 
know, prior to this experience, you know, in the US there's this mentality that how dare you 
legislate social relationships? Like, what does government have to do with our relationships, the 
government should have no role in that whatsoever. And so many people when I talk about the 
importance of public health policy around this issue, perhaps have that response. Or the idea of, 
we can't legislate good relationships. You can't put good relationships in the drinking water or, 
you know, it's not like some of these other public health issues. And what I found, though, from 
this experience was that that bill that Senator Warren introduced, ended up actually being signed 
into law by President Trump. So first of all, that's bipartisan, and if you know anything about 
American politics, Senator Warren and President Trump rarely agreed on anything. And so, I guess 
here's an example of something that you can legislate, that you can have a policy around, that 
doesn't necessarily infringe on people's personal freedoms, or personal choices, and can be done 
so in a bipartisan way.


Julian  44:44

And I think it's interesting because from from my background, compassionate communities, 
particularly end of life care, but not not just that, you can absolutely legislate for social 
relationships in the proper public health perspective. And that goes from how workplaces 
function, to how education institutions function, how communities function, what's a physical 
space in communities that allow communities to gather? Can people walk and shop, for example? 
You know that there are so many interventions, which relate to public health policy, which are not 
related directly to epidemiology, but are definitely public health. And there's a there's a big lesson 
there about understanding about what public health is.


Julianne  45:33

Oh, absolutely. And and yes, I've, I've since written a few papers about, you know, some of these 
different ways in which we can approach this. And then also, I recently served on a National 
Academy of Science consensus committee around social isolation and loneliness that issued a 
report that provides recommendations also for cross sector collaborations and, and ways in which 
the medical community can address this issue.




Julian  46:05

Which brings us nicely on to your latest study. Do you want to tell us about that? Because now 
you're now looking at interventions? 


Julianne  46:16

Right, right. So I'll go ahead.


Julian  46:19

I have one question. Was it Vivek Murthy who was the Surgeon General at the time? 


Julianne  46:23

Yes. 


Julian  46:24

Okay. That was before he left his post. And, and, and for those who, those who don't know, Vivek 
Murthy was the Surgeon General under Barack Obama, and has got a great interest in loneliness 
and has written an excellent book called Together about all of that, which is published recently. 
Sorry for interrupting Yeah, so tell us again.


Julianne  46:45

Oh no, he's, he's wonderful. So yes, go read his book. And I'll just say, genuinely, genuinely cares 
about this issue. And and is very, and very concerned about, you know, public health and the 
ramifications that are from this issue. So yeah,


Julian  47:08

I mean, we almost met face to face when you were in the in London about we were very close. 
But I met Vivek Murthy there and he is such a gentle, sensitive, kind person. You know, I found 
that amazing to have somebody who is one of the highest medical posts in the US to be to be 
that kind of a person. He's extraordinary.


Julianne  47:36

Oh, yeah. And incredibly humble. And one of the things that I was so impressed, you know, the 
first time we met, when he that invited me to that convening was that he invited individuals from a 
variety of backgrounds, and he genuinely wanted to hear different perspectives, not just okay, 
from different expertise, but truly, if people aren't being heard, or certain perspectives are being 
suppressed, or he wants to understand fully, and get all of those perspectives. And so it truly he's 



of the perspective of wanting to learn, and to help. And just so humble, and so kind. Yes. And I'm 
very hopeful that he will reappear in some role under the Biden administration.


Julian  48:37

Absolutely. Fingers crossed. Yes, yes. So so let's come back to neighbours and Next Door.


Julianne  48:46

Yeah. So I mean, one of the things that my my research has... how it all fits into everything is not 
only do we have this evidence that that there are these strong health effects, but we're at a point 
where we need to do something about it. And one of the things that I argue in my in some of my 
papers is that we need efforts at multiple levels, and across multiple sectors. And so we need 
individual based efforts, we need community based efforts, and we need societal based efforts. 


	 I was approached by the app Next Door, they were, at the time we had this conversation, 
they expressed deep concern about about the issue of isolation and loneliness, and really wanted 
to find out how they as as a company could help neighbours and felt like because neighbours are 
local, the neighbours are a source of the people who are kind of a constant around you, in your 
environment, you may not always have the same beliefs as you. But nonetheless, we need to 
navigate our neighbourhoods.  And so they also felt like this might be that neighbours, interacting 
with our neighbours might be also a way to heal some of the political divisions and the 
divisiveness that we were seeing. And so we had this kind of lengthy conversation and talked for 
a little bit, but later on, they came back and wanted to know, if there was something that they 
could do. They had this idea for a kind of challenge, that kind of stood for Kindness Is Next Door. 
And they wanted to find a way to increase kindness in neighbourhoods.  


	 So they enlisted myself, Michelle Lim, from Australia, and Pamela falter from the UK. And 
we designed an evaluation of this kind of challenge. And so users of the app Next Door, we 
recruited, and they were randomly assigned to participate in either the challenge or waitlist group. 
And so in the challenge, we asked participants to just simply do small acts of kindness. And really, 
our prompts or our suggestions, came back to the literature on an evidence on social support. 
And so this broke it down into, you know, emotional support, informational support, tangible 
support, and belonging support with emotional support. This is evidence around having someone 
that you can can talk to, listen to, understand you.  And so the prompts were things like, have a 
conversation with a neighbour, check in with them, see how they're doing, for informational 
support, providing some resources to a neighbour, you know, maybe for someone who might 
need it, who's new to the area, a new doctor or plumber, or you know, some kind of tradesperson 
for tangible support. It might be helping a neighbour out by, you know, watering their plants, or 
mowing their lawn or taking their garbage out. Or they could personalise it to themselves, but we 
gave them an ideas of ways in which they can do something nice for their neighbour.  


	 And then belonging, the idea of doing something for your neighbourhood, being part of the 
community, whether that's, you know, picking up trash in the neighbourhood, or supporting local 
businesses, or I'll give you one example that happened in my own neighbourhood is someone we 
have brought the trails around in our neighbourhood, and they painted little rocks, and it was like 
little treasures, you could find, and so the name of my community is Suncrest, like Suncrest rocks. 



But, you know, one would be painted like a little egg, and another one, like a little bird, and, you 
know, it's like, you're walking along, and it's like, this little spark of joy as you're walking along, 
and, and encouraging people to, you know, move them so that each time you go out, it's a new 
surprise. Ad encouraging other people to put their own out there. 


	 And something that just kind of brings a sense of belonging and community are prompts 
just ask participants to choose some of these to do for their, their neighbours, and they could do 
any one of them. We encouraged them to do them over the course of a month, and what we 
found was that those who were randomly assigned to do the kind challenge that these small acts 
of kindness, were significantly related to lower rates of loneliness, which was pretty remarkable. 
So they weren't massive changes first of all, I'll be honest with you that way. But, you know, going 
into this, it's really tough to move the needle on loneliness, because it's so stable. So, you know, I 
wasn't entirely sure it would be enough to change it in just a month. But then also on top of it, we 
have a pandemic. 


	 We had planned to start this study right before In fact, our IRB, our ethics, approvals came 
just right before the World Health Organisation declared a worldwide pandemic. And so we 
thought, Okay, well, we better pause. But then, you know, realising, of course, this this isn't 
necessarily going away anytime soon.  But what's crazy is, in the process of planning this study 
and actually starting it, there was the Australian bushfires, there was, you know, the declaration of 
the pandemic, there was the death of George Floyd and the protests here in the US, there were 
the wildfires in California. And so there were so many things that we just thought, okay, we can't 
launch now we can't launch. And one of the things that I kept thinking was if it isn't during a crisis 
that we need our neighbours then when? 


	 And so we moved forward, but we did adjust our prompts to encourage people to do 
these things and used examples of prompts that they could do them in safe ways that wouldn't 
necessarily require in person contact that could potentially expose themselves to the virus.  But 
another interesting finding that we that we had was that simply, you know, and this is across 
conditions, simply knowing at least six people in your neighbourhood, so six of your neighbours, 
was also associated with lower loneliness, but was also associated with lower depression, anxiety 
and lower financial concerns related to COVID-19. And so you know, what this suggests is that 
our communities may be a source of support that we can draw upon, and that even just doing, 
you know, very small things, these small acts of kindness, can can potentially have a benefit.


small acts of kindness, were significantly related to lower rates of loneliness, which was pretty 
remarkable. So they weren't massive changes first of all, I'll be honest with you that way. But, you 
know, going into this, it's really tough to move the needle on loneliness,  56:47

I mean, something that again, I I bore people endlessly with is these, these like moments of light 
social contact, where you go down the shop, and you just you have a conversation with either the 
person who's you see regularly in the shop, or maybe you just chat with somebody else who's 
there, and you come away, you think what a nice person and, and those moments, actually, they 
have a profound physiological effect. 


	 When you start looking at the hormonal cascades of oxytocin and the impact that has on 
our parasympathetic nervous system and our gut biochemical impact, and then obviously, our 
mood is that we create this friendly environment.  And I think what you're showing, even with a 



really simple short intervention of small steps of just being more sensitive to the people around 
you, even within four weeks, you can have an impact on people's health and well-being. And I 
agree completely that you can look at the personal the community and policy as a broad scope. 

	 

	 But I would add in there's a need for health to change there as well, because I think that it 
kind of comes back to your your chart, which is saying, look, if you're going to practice the most 
effective medicine make use of, of the best things you have at your fingertips. And, and therefore, 
assessing social relationships needs to be as routine as blood pressure. But only if you have 
sorted out the changes that take place both in in personal and community. And you know, the app 
Next Door is interesting. And we're about to embark on a project in Hammersmith and Fulham in 
London, where they use Next Door. And and it fulfils a function of not just neighbourliness, but our 
service directory, or the availability of all the stuff that's going on in the community. Well, that was 
a, that was a fantastic description,


Julianne  58:51

And your audience can't see that I was nodding and agreeing with everything you were just 
saying. I couldn't agree more.


Julian  59:03

I've got kind of deeply engaged in this. And for me, this is the next big challenge, which is about 
how we build those changes in health in person and community so that it changes the practice of 
medicine. And while I'm here I have another question to ask on that because you've shown the 
impact of social relationships have a profound impact on people's health. And I know from being 
a clinician, that the impact of the professional relationship is equally profound. And for me, this 
has implications about the very basic methodology of testing medicines, which is a double blind 
placebo controlled trials which are the gold standard, but what you cannot blind for and what you 
cannot control for is the impact of the relationship of the person who is giving the medication to 
the person who is receiving. And this to me raises a huge question mark, about that whole 
methodology, you know that people talk about placebo effect, but actually, what about the 
biochemical, the physiological, the hormonal impacts that happened during those during those 
exchanges? You know, there's it's an interesting prospect.


Julianne  1:00:26

So I actually just wrapping up another meta analysis looking at clinical interventions. So social 
based interventions within clinics or hospitals, in the medical care settings, that are aimed at 
increasing survival. One of the things that I have found in coding this is part of of this is we have 
to code for risk for bias, whether the participants as well as the staff were blind to the intervention. 
And, you know, as I'm going through the article, there are times where, you know, they don't 
necessarily report it, but I'm thinking to myself, how could they not know whether they're getting 
supported?


Julian  1:01:12




Absolutely.


Julianne  1:01:15

You know, I, especially when it's, you know, a supportive social intervention compared to 
treatment, as usual, it's like, this is something clearly more than just standard of care. You know, 
how could they not know? And so, you know, as we are coding that, you know, we had to have 
discussions about do we code it as just under-reported or, you know, rather than assuming 
people knew or didn't know. And certainly, we've thought and had these kinds of discussions 
about the role of that patient provider relationship.


Julian  1:01:54

Well, interestingly, we were about to start or have started a project in Florida in having a 
compassionate community program based on the Frome model. And they're doing fantastic work 
about how primary care clinics can routinely look at social relationships. And they've started 
building the community based interventions. And we'll get onto  we've developed a whole training 
around, how do you stimulate the personal networks of people? So it's, I think it's a really 
fascinating time, because the evidence is now there.  And, you know, you've provided a huge bit 
of it about the different ways in which we can change medicine and change communities, 
actually, for the better, and hopefully heal some of the divides that have that have happened all 
over the world as we see these societies split and ribbon apart, and in really terrible ways. And, 
you know, there's also thinking about what does the future hold? And actually, if we don't do this, 
we're in even bigger trouble because of the whole environmental impact of what's going on. And 
we'd really need to help each other out. So best learn that now.


Julianne  1:03:04

Yeah. I guess the only thing I would mention is that our National Academy of Science Consensus 
Committee report does make some recommendations in terms of educating healthcare 
professionals, in terms of the medical training that is received on the health importance of social 
isolation and loneliness, but also recommendations around health care providers educating their 
patients, on the health implications of this, also to include routine assessments, both to identify 
those who are at risk, as well as to identify that risk early on before it gets severe. Also, to be able 
to track changes over time, to see if efforts are making improvements. And then, of course, 
referrals and partnerships with communities where many of these interventions can can occur and 
that having these partnership between these organisations, and having referral systems that can 
help to get patients and that these approaches are tailored to the patient's needs.


Julian  1:04:23

Absolutely. Absolutely. Well, you must be really satisfied that the huge amount of effort that you've 
done is actually having an impact on policy, which is likely to have an impact on the ground.




Julianne  1:04:38

Yeah, I mean, that's, that's my hope. I'm amazed at how far things have come since I first began 
this work. But of course, as you know, there's still a lot to be done. Yeah, raising awareness is one 
of the first steps and I think as as horrible as the pandemic has been, the one thing that I hope 
maybe some good to come from it is the greater global recognition of just how important our 
relationships are. And, you know, I don't know that anyone has been affected by this and hasn't 
felt some some degree of, you know, longing to be with others. And and I hope that this really 
elevates the discussion and, and greater recognition that it's that all of us can be impacted by 
this, this isn't just some isolated group that that applies to someone else. But we've all had some 
small taste of this. And for some, it's been more than just a small taste, it's been a pretty profound 
effect, but that everyone has some connection to this.


Julian  1:05:58

I think that's right. And, and it's I think we're seeing, we are I think we're on the cusp of a change. 
I'm an optimist, but even the sustainable development goals of the United Nations reflect this 
greater interest in health being related to so many different things, including people in place. So I 
asked my guests three questions at the end. So can you tell me about a moment in your life 
where the smallest thing made the biggest difference?


Julianne  1:06:29

I don't know if this isn't necessarily the most impactful thing in my life. But the thing that came to 
mind first, I remember in the early days of the initial lockdown that we had, and, you know, there's 
a lot of uncertainty. And, you know, to some degree fear, I recall getting a text a group text, so it 
wasn't even just to me, it was a group text from one of my neighbours that and I don't, I honestly 
don't even remember who sent it. But the text was, Hey, I'm, I'm heading down to the store. And 
this is when you know, only essential visits are real, and shelves were empty. And she said, I'm 
going to the store if anyone needs anything, let me know, I'm happy to just drop it off at your 
doorstep. And even though I was I didn't ask for anything, I didn't need anything. Just knowing 
that I can count on someone like knowing that my neighbours, you know, just like knowing like, 
okay, we're gonna look out for each other, like, we're gonna we're gonna get through this. It was, 
it was a, you know, a small thing, right? I mean, it was just a text. But yeah, it made a huge 
difference.


Julian  1:07:52

We've seen a breakdown of this all over the world. And you know, that the pandemic has 
stimulated these caring moments at the neighbourhood level everywhere. And, you know, in the 
UK 4000 groups sprung up at the start of the pandemic, which are called mutual aid groups, 
where just communities are looking after communities. And even the small acts of social 
connectedness can have a profound impact on us on an emotional level, you know, so I totally get 
what you're saying. So the second question is, can you tell me what your favourite public moment 
of compassion is?




Julianne  1:08:36

Again, I'm sure if I had more time to think about it, I'd probably come up with a much better one. 
But the thing that came to mind, oh, gosh, actually, now I just thought of a different one. That's 
even better. But um, so I'll tell you both. Because I initially was just thinking of something again, 
just very small I was on campus, and I walked onto an elevator that was completely empty. But 
inside the elevator was a little bag of some sweets, some candies with a little patch that says, if 
you're having a rough day, these are for you.


Julian  1:09:15

Oh, nice. 


Julianne  1:09:17

Someone just left them there randomly for someone to just, you know, have something. But the 
one that actually then it prompted me because, you know, thinking on campus, I was teaching a 
class and it was right before I was about to start and I noticed one of my students giving another 
student, a rose, and a little note that says you are loved. And I just thought, Oh, that is so sweet. 
I'm like thinking I'm seeing like this really heartwarming moment. And then the student, let me 
know that they were handing them out in one of the buildings where a student had recently 
committed suicide, which just broke my heart, right? But what I loved though, was that this 
student, like got one and personally wanted to give it to him one of his classmates that, like still 
kind of really kind of blows me away. Yeah.


Julian  1:10:22

Yeah, great heart. heartwarming stories. And thank goodness, they’re you know, these hard times. 
And  finally, what matters most to you in this life?


Julianne  1:10:36

My family.


Julian  1:10:37

Yeah, of course. I asked this question because we're in the process of changing advanced care 
planning, which is, you know, end of life wishes because it doesn't ask that. And so how can we 
provide the care that people most want, if we don't even know what's the most important people 
and everyone says, their family, that's how it should be. Well look,


Julianne  1:11:03

Sorry, it feels so trite, but it's so true.




Julian  1:11:07

Until we get that message across, I think we're going to continue having the difficulties around 
social relationships. It's, it's not how great we were at work, or how much money we earn, or all of 
these saying how fast we've ran. It's about actually people we know and love in places we know 
and love, is it. 


Julianne  1:11:26

That's absolutely right. 


Julian  1:11:28

Yeah, yeah.


Outro  1:11:32

Thank you for listening to Survival of the Kindest. To join in the conversation, email us on 
compassion.pod@gmail.com or follow us on Twitter and Instagram at sotk_pod. Please 
join us next week for another compassionate chat.
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